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pastor’s reference form
applicant’s name

tTO the applicant: detach this page. Write your name on the line above. this refernce form should be completed by your pastor. he/she should mail it directly to THE
REFUGE. please do not ask to mail it yourself, as that may influence how he/she completes the form. if your father is your pastor, please refer the form to another
minister in your church. if a person other than a pastor of the church completes the form, an explanation should be provided.
to the pastor: the above applicant has applied to become a student at the refuge discipleship school. we would appreciate it if you would supply the information
requested on this form in order to aid us in evaluating the applicant’s suitability to become a student at RDS. the applicant can not be considered until all reference forms
are received, therefore your speedy completion of this form would be very much appreciated. this reference will be kept CONFIDENTIAL. thank you for your assistance.
personal INFORMATION
how long have you known the applicant

how well do you know him/her?

very close pastoral relationship

fairly well, numerous personal contacts

casually, few personal contacts

by name/sight

in your association with the applicant what has been the level of commitment you have seen exemplified?
faithful

inconsistent

other

are there any family situations you know of that may interfere with his/her comitment to rds?

does the applicant have any relationships that may stand in the way of becomning a fully dedicated disciple? if so, please explain.

evaluation of applicant’s emotional maturity
please check one:
outstandingly mature. has proven his/her ability to operate under stress and pressure.

doubtful. experience has shown that the applicant might not be able to endure stress.

more mature and emotionaly stable than average.

applicant has frequently demonstrated signs of inability to cope with stress, such as rage and withdrawal, is erratic
in attitude and action, or has demonstrated instability in other ways.

posesses adequate emotional stability and maturity.
comments

has the applicant proven on any occasion to be unreliable, dishonest, or of questionable character?

yes

no

If yes please explain.
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evaluation of applicant’s overall characteristics (please check onE in each group)
physical condition

servanthOOD

relationships

frequently incapacitated
below average
fairly healthy
good health

unmotivated
reluctant to serve
usually willing to serve
eager to serve as needed

not relationship oriented
avoided/tolerated by others
liked by others
well liked by others

intelligence

leadership ability

christian experience

learns and thinks slowly
average mental ability
alert, has a good mind
brilliant, exceptional

makes no effort to lead
tries but lacks ability
has some leadership ability
good leadership ability

superficial
over-emotional
genuine and growing
warmly contagious

teamwork

achievement

personal quirks

frequently causes friction
insists on having own way
usually cooperative
works well with others

does only what is assigned
starts but does not finish
meets average expectations
takes initiative

very flirtatious
clumsy/accident prone
none of the above

please check words that describe the applicant. choose the ones that stand out the most.
teachable
dependable
lacking humor
motivated
peaceful

nervous
understanding
critical
disciplined
stable

flexible
humorous
perfectionist
patient
prejudiced

commited
domineering
jealous
fearful
wise

creative
good listener
obnoxious
moody
enthusiastic

easily discouraged
easily embarrassed
easily offended
selfish
craves attention

recommendation
do you recommend the applicant TO RDS AS AN RDS STUDENT?
yes, unreservedly

yes, with hesitation

no

comments

pastor

position

church

phone number

address

signature

date

please send this form directly to Abe ortega | 230 Refuge way | kannapolis, nc 28081
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